National Precast launches Flooring series video
National Precast Concrete Association has released a new Flooring Series video,
detailing the environmental, societal and economic benefits of precast concrete
flooring. The video follows the production of several other videos that have been
produced, which focus on the use of flooring in individual projects.
With more than 25 years’ experience under its belt, the precast industry’s peak body
has grown to become a respected and recognised voice for the Australian precast
concrete industry, as it represents the industry and promotes some of the country’s
leading precast manufacturers—all while highlighting the innate benefits of precast.
In the new nine-minute video, the Association takes viewers through its members’
precast factories and on to construction sites where precast flooring is being used.
From the factories of Delta Corporation in Perth, to ULTRAfloor in New South Wales,
to Hollow Core Concrete in Victoria to Precast Concrete Products in Queensland,
the video is as informative as is it widespread. It shows the different types of precast
flooring that are available and reveals the efficient and reliable process of taking the
construction of a building’s flooring offsite and into a controlled factory environment.
Showing concrete being cast, to finished flooring elements being installed on site, the
Flooring series is both educational and informative.
Highlighting the extensive advantages of precast flooring is National Precast’s Chief
Executive Officer, Sarah Bachmann, who says, “from a sustainability perspective,
precast flooring offers a lot of advantages over conventionally-poured floors. For
starters, it’s much faster and makes construction sites safer, but the big benefit is that
the clever flooring designs mean it can use up to 30 per cent less concrete than a
traditional insitu floor.”
Using ecological and economical manufacturing methods with local products, precast
flooring offers improvements in construction efficiencies and is manufactured by
local communities. In the new video, hear the expert opinions of some of Australia’s
top precast flooring manufacturers, engineers and builders, and watch how precast
flooring plays a significant role in Australian structures.
To watch the Flooring series, click here or head to
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6y5o09xuq-E

